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JFig provides a simple way to manage
your Java application configuration. It's a

great asset to have around since it can
easily be integrated with all J2EE

applications and enables you to store
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your application configurations in XML
or Java source files. The new JFig is still

on an early development stage but
already it can be used as a J2EE
application server configuration

management solution. You can also use it
to manage your system configuration, OS
or others. The JFig is an Eclipse platform

project. Its execution will start in the
plug-in manager. The plug-in manager
offers you the possibility to add several
Plug-ins to the execution. You just need

to make sure that the JFig plug-in has
been placed on the execution path. The
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JFig components can be used in any type
of Java applications that use Eclipse or
the Eclipse SDK as well as J2EE based

applications. The JFig provides a central
place where application configurations

can be configured. It supports many
different kinds of configurations: -

Configuration Settings - Environment
Variables - Class Path Variables - Java

Propertie Settings - System Properties - a
full fledged XML configuration file - an

XSD-based Java configuration file -
Class Configuration files - Custom
configuration files - Environment
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variables JFig features: - An easy to use,
Explorer-like interface to easily
configure multiple components -

Automatic component reload when
changes are made to the configuration

file - XML and java based configuration
files for your applications - Environment
variables, classpath variables and system
properties - Generates all the necessary

dependencies for your applications -
Automatically creates your Eclipse

project or ant buildfile - All
configurations can be exported and

imported - Can use custom configuration
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files - Can configure an XML based
configuration file with your own XSD-

schema - Can load a xml-based
configuration file - Can define properties
for your applications - Can be configured

as a Java Application Server - Can be
integrated into a J2EE server

configuration - Can be configured and
used as an application server in your

environment - Can be configured as an
application server within a J2EE server -

Can be configured as an J2EE server
itself - Customizable view of the current

configuration - Supports secure
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configuration files - View your
configuration from your Eclipse and Ant
projects What's new in JFig 2.1? JFig 2.1

offers a new tool to import

JFig Download
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1. Public Interface JFig allows access to
configuration properties. Those
properties can be read or written to
define configurations of several
components. The configuration is
expressed as a tree structure. This
configuration structure can be easily
edited by the user. 2. Basic
Configuration JFig provides a simple
mechanism to define configurations. The
configurations properties can be accessed
and managed from the outside of the
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configuration file. 3. Flexible
Configuration JFig allows dynamic
insertion of properties or components in
the configuration object. Thus, a
configuration file can be extended easily.
The configuration properties can be
accessed directly or indirectly. 4. XML
Configuration The configuration object
can be expressed as an XML document.
The XML configuration is very useful
when the properties or components are
XML documents. 5. Java Access JFig
provides Java access to the configuration.
Thus, the configuration properties can be
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accessed in Java code. 6. Inter-
Component Configuration JFig allows an
internal level in the configuration tree.
Thus, a configuration can be used as a
template for other components. 7. Multi-
Level Property The configuration can
have different levels of property groups.
These property groups are logically
separated. Thus, you can have a
configuration tree with various levels. 8.
Automatic Accessor JFig automatically
creates an accessor (setter/getter) for the
property. This provides a fast and simple
access to the configuration. 9.
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Accessable Configuration The
configuration object is accessed and
managed by the user. Thus, you can
easily manage and edit your
configuration. 10. Internationalization
The configuration files are interpreted in
all the major languages supported by
JFig. The settings are made available in
other languages. JFig is able to manage
the configuration properties in a wide
range of languages. 11. Unicode Support
The configuration properties are defined
in Unicode. The configuration can be
managed in multiple languages, including
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French, German, Spanish, Japanese and
Hebrew. 12. Hierarchical Structure The
configuration is organized as a
hierarchical structure. The configurations
can be nested. Thus, the user can easily
manage configurations on a large scale.
13. Key-Value Connection The
configuration properties can be tied to
keys. Thus, the configuration properties
can be managed using any dictionary
software. 14. Editor Interface The
configuration editor is embedded in the
configuration file. Thus, the
configuration is edited using the
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What's New in the?

JFig is a component especially designed
to help you manage configurations in
Java environments. It offers a
hierarchical approach to configuration
files and variables. The component
implements a public interface for the
configuration object. Since it is written
in Java, it is compatible with all the
major platforms. Dependencies: JAccess
( This package contains the
implementation of JAccess needed for
JFig to work. Contact: Litesoft, Inc (
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LiteCore. A single file tool for
automated and unattended deployment of
applications, jobs, processes, or scripts
Dependencies: JAccess ( This package
contains the implementation of JAccess
needed for JFig to work. Contact:
Litesoft, Inc ( LiteGUI. A single file tool
for automatically building a graphical
user interface (GUI) Dependencies:
JAccess ( This package contains the
implementation of JAccess needed for
JFig to work. Contact: Litesoft, Inc (
LiteScript. A single file tool for
automatically building a simple script
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interpreter Dependencies: JAccess ( This
package contains the implementation of
JAccess needed for JFig to work.
Contact: Litesoft, Inc ( LiteWeb. A
single file tool for automatically building
a web server Dependencies: JAccess (
This package contains the
implementation of JAccess needed for
JFig to work. Contact: Litesoft, Inc (
LiteTest. A single file tool for
automatically building a unit test
framework Dependencies:
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System Requirements For JFig:

Supported: Windows 8, Windows 7,
Windows Vista, Windows XP Minimum
System requirements: Operating system:
Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows
XP Processor: 1 GHz or faster RAM:
512 MB or more About this game: Our
civilization is in the midst of a full-scale
plague. The once prosperous world of
Alpha 8 suddenly turned into a place of
abject terror. People who are completely
isolated from one another and trapped in
their homes begin to die. This plague is
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